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Purpose:
In this activity, children duplicate a given geometric shape by combining smaller 
geometric shapes. This activity teaches children to use combinations of smaller shapes 
to create a given geometric shape.

Materials:
2 sets of pattern blocks; paper and pencil; “Rocket Ship” Student Activity Page 

Directions:
Give the child a complete set of pattern blocks. Have a set for yourself. Tell the child 
that he or she is going to use pattern blocks to combine smaller geometric shapes to 
copy a larger geometric shape.

Hold up the rhombus and tell the child that you are going to use smaller shapes to 
cover the rhombus and that you will need at least 2 shapes. Cover half the rhombus 
with your hand. Point out that the remaining half looks like a triangle, so you will try 
using the triangles. Cover the rhombus with 2 triangles and tell the child that you have 
used 2 triangles to cover the rhombus completely and that you did not go outside the 
rhombus.

Hold up a trapezoid and ask the child to fi nd the trapezoid in the set of pattern blocks. 
Ask the child to fi nd 3 smaller shapes that are the same and that will cover the 
trapezoid completely. You may prompt the child to look on the table to fi nd something 
that is smaller than the trapezoid. Be sure the child covers the entire shape and does 
not go outside the shape. Monitor as the child works to cover the trapezoid with 
3 green triangles. Ask which 3 shapes covered the trapezoid. Then have the child 
remove the triangles.

Ask the child to fi nd 2 smaller shapes that are different from each other and that will 
cover the trapezoid completely. Monitor the child as he or she works to cover the 
trapezoid. Ask which 2 shapes cover the trapezoid. Then have the child remove the 
triangle and rhombus. 

Hold up a hexagon and ask the child to fi nd the hexagon in the set of pattern blocks. 
Ask the child to fi nd 2 smaller shapes that are the same and that will cover the 
hexagon completely. Monitor the child as he or she works to cover the hexagon with 
2 red trapezoids. Then have the child remove the trapezoids. 

INTERVENTION ACTIVITY
Making Shapes
Strand: Geometry

Benchmark:  Given concrete materials, combines geometric shapes in 
different ways to form the same shape.

Grade: 3
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Ask the child to fi nd 3 smaller shapes that are different from each other and that will 
cover the hexagon completely. Monitor the child as he or she works to cover the 
hexagon. Ask which 3 shapes cover the hexagon. Acknowledge the response. Then 
have the child remove the triangle, rhombus, and trapezoid. 

Ask the child to fi nd 6 shapes that are the same and that will cover the hexagon 
completely. Monitor the child as he or she works to cover the hexagon with 6 green 
triangles. Then have the child remove the triangles. 

Give the child the “Rocket Ship” activity page and have the child add shapes to fi ll the 
rocket. Monitor and ask questions if necessary.

Practice:
Children can create pictures by putting shapes together on a piece of paper and then 
tracing around the sides. Display the example of the “Rocket Ship” activity page. 
Children can trade drawings and use their pattern blocks to cover the drawings.

Student Activity Page:
“Rocket Ship”

INTERVENTION ACTIVITY
Making Shapes (continued)

Strand: Geometry

Benchmark:  Given concrete materials, combines geometric shapes in 
different ways to form the same shape.

Grade: 3
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INTERVENTION ACTIVITY
Student Activity Page
“Rocket Ship”
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